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Wiley X

shows the way
Editor Rob Smith sits down with key members
from Wiley X’s EMEA and US teams to reflect on
the recent SHOT and IWA shows, both of which
were vitally important to the company’s success
on a global scale.
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T

he SHOT Show, based in Las Vegas, Nevada, and the IWA show
held in Nuremburg, Germany, hold large pieces of the collective
puzzle for companies that want to expand and grow internationally.
One such company is fast-growing eyewear specialist Wiley X and we caught
up with Ray Hill, US director corporate accounts/outdoor sales and Thomas
Wæver, EMEA vice-president and outdoor director to judge how this year’s
visit to the two shows has helped to boost Wiley X’s global appeal.

Rob Smith: It’s been a busy
few months for Wiley X, with
a number of important trade
shows. Firstly, what are your
main reasons for attending both
the SHOT and IWA shows?
Thomas Wæver: For Wiley X
EMEA, the IWA show is by far
the most important hunting/
shooting and tactical show of the
year. This is where we meet new
potential distributors as well as
follow up with existing ones.
Ray Hill: For Wiley X US,
SHOT Show is extremely
important because it directly
caters to our core sales verticals
in the shooting, hunting,
outdoor and tactical worlds.
Being in January every year,
SHOT provides us with the
perfect venue to showcase our
latest and greatest products,
while meeting with existing
and new accounts. In addition,
our various marketing partners
and platforms help us continue
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TW: This was the first year we
had a new customised stand
especially made for IWA. We
had tremendous exposure and a
lot of fantastic feedback.

Thomas Wæver, EMEA vice-president
and outdoor director.

RH: SHOT Show was again a
huge success in promoting our
brand and capturing initial sales
for the start of 2017. In fact, we
captured our highest amount of
sales in the 20-plus years we’ve
been attending.
RS: Did you meet any new and
interesting partners/potential
partners?

Ray Hill, US director corporate
accounts/outdoor sales.

to spread the Wiley X message
and increase sales globally.
RS: Did you come away from
the shows with everything you
needed to as a company in terms
of contacts, deals and brand
exposure?

TW: It is fair to say that Wiley
X is the brand on the move
and it seems like everyone
wants a piece of the action.
Right now we are working on
12 new distributor setups – all
of them a direct result of being
at IWA.
RH: Every year we meet new
potential partners that will help

us drive our brand across the
globe. Celebrating our 30th
anniversary this year added
to that excitement and draw
as large crowds gathered at
our booth to join us in the
celebration and take advantage
of early year specials.
RS: Do you see the respect and
appeal of the Wiley X brand
growing at both shows?
TW: Indeed. Going back a few
years we had to push much
harder to reach out to key
persons. Now, as our brand has
grown considerably, key buyers
are reaching out to us, asking if
the market they are interested in
is available.
RH: Absolutely, and it’s truly
supported by the increase in
business we capture year over
year. Retailers and consumers
alike understand our message of
“Absolute. Premium. Protection.”
and it’s obviously resonating

in and outside of these major
shows.
RS: How much importance
would you give both of these
shows to growing your presence
around the globe?
TW: As Wiley X is also
represented in outdoor, MC,
fishing and optical markets, just
to mention some that we operate
in, all shows are important for
each market. But IWA is vital
for Wiley X EMEA and is
considered the most important
of them all.
RH: The same holds true for
Wiley X US. We have key
sales channels throughout our
internal divisions that all help
promote and grow the brand
globally. Each division has its
core trade show schedule and for
our outdoor and tactical retail
market, SHOT Show is vital
and extremely important to our
continued success.

RS: Both shows are becoming
increasingly ‘international’; this
must really please you?
TW: One of our biggest goals in
attending IWA is to grow our
brand through distributors even
further. The more international
any given show is, the higher our
chances are in meeting the right
people, and IWA 2017 was epic.
RH: International growth is key
to our success and SHOT brings
those customers in to allow us to
meet face to face and establish
the foundation for a successful
long-term partnership.
RS: Both shows reported strong
visitor numbers and a high
volume of exhibitors but how
busy were they for you?
TW: Each year we state that
the show has been the best
and busiest for us and this
year was no exception. We
had continuous meetings

throughout all four days.
RH: SHOT Show was again
well attended and we were
extremely busy throughout each
day. Overall isle traffic seemed
to be slower from the prior year,
but the level of quality leads and
customers seeking out our brand
continued to be strong.
RS: Which Wiley X products
did visitors to your stand
particularly enjoy getting their
hands on?
TW: We had huge interest in
our Kryptek models and our
new WX Rogue Comm Temple
styles, but in general people
were taken by the quality and
toughness of all of our products.
RH: It’s the same for Wiley
X US. We have carved out a
strategic niche of being the
strongest, highest quality, most
impact-resistant premium
eyewear in the market and each

year our newly launched products
gain that much more interest.
Our partnership with Kryptek
with the camou patterns and
models chosen were a big hit
across all market segments.
RS: What size stands did you
have at both shows this year?
TW: Wiley X EMEA had a
70m2 stand at both and we
expect to grow this next year.
RH: Wiley X US had a 400 sq ft
booth that highlighted our 30th
anniversary throughout, daily
happy-hour events and special
guests, as well as a section for
our licensed Remington eye and
hearing protection.
RS: It really seems like your
brand and company is growing in
America and EMEA countries
and with key trade shows also
growing alongside you, partners
from around the globe can trust
the Wiley X brand. GTW
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